2011-2012 Season

**WET INK**
by Washburn Playwriting Students

March 8, 9, 10 @ 7:30pm & March 11 @ 2:00PM

---

**Flaws and Uncertainty**
by Heather Ives

director: linda smith
assistant directors: mitchell grant & abbey geiss

andrea: kayla rodgers
diana: molly rondeau
jason: bryce korf
shelly sam heath

**Drinking with Friends**
by Elise Barnett

director: penny weiner
assistant director: jordan chilcote-santoro

alex: elise barnett
casey: arissa utemark
leah: ashley vaughan

**A Night In**
by Arissa Utemark

director: penny weiner
assistant director: jordan chilcote-santoro

rick: brandon blick
alice: tess wilson
Production:

stage manager: jordan mars
assistant stage manager: mitchell grant
set: brandon blick, randi mcafee, lynn wilson
lighting design for flaws and uncertainty: andrew entsminger
lighting design for drinking with friends and a night in: celsie sneeden
sound design: tess wilson
costumes: jordan mars
lighting crew: hao dong, michael debernardin, mitchell grant, sam heath, heather ives, cody lohse
nick orozco, nathan schroeder
set crew: mitchell grant, jordan chilcote-santoro, abbey geiss, randi mcafee
house manager: linda smith
Photos by Bill Blankenship courtesy of TopekaCJ